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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays the textile industries are more concerned with quality of products and which should be produced within 

lesser time which should be highest quality. more of the defects are majorly found by industry itself and some of the 

industries recover a major profit by producing lower quality or off quality. in our country defect detection is done 

by a very experienced workers and they find major part of the defects and other parts due to their errors. so 

therefore we need an automated system. 

Handlooms constitute the rich cultural heritage in India. It is major activity in India which provides more 

employment to the livelihood. By this we can introduce new designs which cannot be replicated by machines. 

Nowadays government is providing financial help to those industries. in Tamil nadu it provides more 5 lakh 

employment and it provides a better marketing and co-operative societies are also providing major help to them and 

they are providing 1100 metres of cloth. In detection of defect on fabrics and classification on their appearance plays 

a important aspect in investigating of fabrics. Normally defect detection process is done manually effort, some of the 

defects are very tiny and they are not distinguishable and can only be identified by monitoring the intensity falling 

on the fabric. 

Upto now most of the industries are using skilled and experienced workers for identifying defects in the fabric. But 

we should develop such a automated system that the accuracy in identifying defect increases which may enhance in 

product quality and customer needs. 

Our project mainly focuses on such developing algorithms which identify defects easily and any specified or 

analyzed area and we are mainly concentrating on these algorithm such as Bayesian classifier. So we have 

developed such a system that we can detect the defects  in the fabric using real time automation automatically 

through the system which gives greater accuracy than the normal system which is done by humans. 
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